
Broad-beam 180
lumens floodlight

Single body switch with
momentary operation

Powerful rare earth
magnet tail-cap

Non-slip double
diamond grip

Professional Task Light with Strobe
Designed specifically for industrial and automotive professionals. The NSR-9910 offers one of the 
brightest flashlight beams in its class. The NSR-9910 incorporates the Bayco exclusive Dual-Light 
INNOVATION that combines a super bright floodlight and a sharply focused flashlight beam, all in 
a compact package. The rare earth magnet in the tail cap is strong enough to support the 
9910 horizontally so the floodlight beam can be easily directed at the work area.

Innovation By

Deep reflector
220 lumens flashlight

LED

      Hour Run-Time55

Rechargeable

NSR-9910
Flashlight
Floodlight
Dual-Light
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220 Lumen CREE® XPG LED flashlight

180 Lumen CREE® XPE LED floodlight

230 total Lumens in Dual-Light mode

Momentary or constant flashlight

50,000 hour LED life 

Impact /chemical resistant Xenoy® housing

Non-slip diamond grip

Anti-roll Tri-Lobal head 

Rechargeable NiMH battery pack

Three hour charge time

CR123 battery carrier included for power back-up

Waterproof to 1 meter (IP67)

Limited Lifetime Warranty*

Meets European Community Directives

Length: 9.2 inches (233 mm) • Weight: 14.0 oz (397g)
Body diameter 1.3 inches (33 mm

Various accessories available    
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NSR-9910
Flashlight
Floodlight
Dual-Light

LIGHT MODE
NiMH Lithium CR123

Lumens Run-time 
hrs Lumens Run-time 

hrs

Flashlight 220 5 220 2

Floodlight 180 5 180 2
Dual-Light 
(Flashlight

& Floodlight)
230 5 230 2

Flashlight 
strobe 220 16 220 7

9910 Performance
UPC   0 17398 80087 7

INCLUDED

Charger Platform AC Adapter DC Adapter CR123 Battery Carrier

* Limited Lifetime Warranty • Product is warranted to be free 
from defects in workmanship and materials for the lifetime of 
the original owner. Includes the housing, lenses, electronics 
and switches. Rechargeable batteries and chargers are 
warranted for a period of two years. Normal wear and abuse 
are excluded. 
 

Professional Task Light with Strobe

DUAL-LIGHT INNOVATION
Dual-Light INNOVATION 
combines a sharply focused 
flashlight beam with a super 
bright floodlight in a compact 
rugged housing.

FLASHLIGHT
The 9910 deep parabolic 
reflector captures and shapes 
99.5% of the light from the 
high-output LED for a long 
throw focused center beam. 
Maximum light output and run- 
time are optimized by the 
microprocessor.

FLOODLIGHT
The floodlight spreads the light 
over an area four times 
broader than the flashlight 
beam with no hot spots that 
impair visibility while working 
or searching.

DUAL-LIGHT
Activate the flashlight and 
floodlight for the ultimate in 
work place visibility, safety and 
utility… only NIGHTSTICK has 
dual-light capability.

Flashlight 

Identify the trouble
spot from a distance

Floodlight 

Drench the work
area with light

Dual-Light 

Activate both for
expanded safety in work

area or while walking

Dual-Light
Innovation
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